
Begin with 3 points:
10, 0, 0
10, 5, 0 
15, 5, 0

Connect point 1 and 2 
with line

Using “Bend Deform” command, 
bend connected line, insert slider 
for variation in degree of bend 

Connect points 2 and 3 using 
the coordinates of the new 
endpoint where bent line ends

Conect remaining points
with straight lines, divide 
lines into points, �nd mid-
point 

Using midpoints of lines 2 and 3, 
create curve, including sliders to
allow for variation in curves

Shear surface, with varying 
levels in extremity of shear

VARIATIONS

1 - Begin with single point 2 - Copy point vertically x amount,
connect with vector line

3 - Copy point at 90 degrees, at same
x amount, connect horizontal 

to existing line

4 - Connect endpoint diagonally to 
original starting point to create a

right angle triangle

5 - Create planar surface using
triangle points 

6 - Extrude triangle plane,
x distance

7 - Loft lines along top edges
to create plane and close shape

8 - Bend triangle at 45 
degree angle

9 - Shear triangle for more linear curve 10 - Scale, x amount

ORIGINAL PSEUDO CODE GRASSHOPPER PSUEDO CODE
Adjustments needed to be made to the original pseudo code in order to achieve similar results 
through grasshopper. The resulting shape, when put into a parametric surface produced large gaps 
in the geometry. Repeating the shape allowed for more representation of the form throughout the 
surface, as well as increased level of variability within the development of the original component.
 

Create planar surface along 
bottom of shape

Extrude surface, include 
sllider for varying heights/
 level of extrusion

Edges didn’t appear quite as 
pointed as in the original pseudo 
code in Rhino, when projected
onto a surface it didn’t produce 
�uid resdults. At this point the
decision was made to continue 
manipulating the component
for a more compelling result.

Polar Array, with potentiion 
variation in how many times 
the shape is repeated, the size, 
radius, and position along circle

Project component onto �at 
surface, manipulating how 
many times it is repeated in 
the length, width, and height 

While there are several other parts of the component that could be 
manipulated, the main ones in this grasshopper de�nition are: 

2 - Distance which resulting compnent is extruded, producing a thinner or 
      thicker shape dedpending on the position on the z axis (step 8)

3 - Number of components included in the radial array as well as how far the 
      collection of shapes is stretched along circle’s diameter (step 9)

1 - Degree of bend in �rst line (step 3) 
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